
SUPPORT AND MEDIA PATRONS
Here I would like to thank all sponsors, media patrons and individuals for all their efforts with all of the Silly
Venture Parties. It's thanks to you there's another edition of this biggest (not only in Europe but Worldwide) event
dedicated to all fans of Atari consoles and computers.

I would like to thank also ALL participants of SV - independently if they are members of the demoscene or just
users. Everyone of you added one brick to the success of this event. I am so happy, that we can common care for our
memories from great days of Atari - that it isn't closed book, and it has new chapters that are still to be written to it.

Besides the so called "entertainment part" of SV, it's also the place where the biggest amount of compo entries is
given from Atari 2600, through XL/XE, ST/STe, Falcon and Jaguar. Thank You for every single entry given to any of
the competition. Just like in the past few years, I will do my best to prize every entry, no matter what place it will
reach - including those sent via e-mail (but sending of those can be delayed, sorry in advance for this!) Finally, I
have an occassion to thank ALL OF YOU - people, who supported previous editions, as well as people who keep
support the current one. 
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M E D I A  P A T R O N S
 

(http://www.eska.pl/)

 

(http://www.abbuc.de)

  

I N D I V I D U A L S
 

In 2018, we have asked you to support the "shipping campaign". Its purpose was to cover the costs associated with
shipping gadgets to people taking part in competitions on SV2k17, and which could not attend the event personally.
Thanks to your help many gadgets related to SV have been sent "in the world" in 2018, as a grattitude for their
work. This year you have also decided to help us, thanks to which statuettes, t-shirts, calendars, silly energizers, or
things closely related to Atari equipment also went to other continents. You are GREAT!  

SILLY VENTURE 2017 (PRIZES SENT IN 2018) - SUPPORT OF SHIPPING CAMPAIGN

Charlie Chaplin, Britelite, pLayer/Suspect, Johey/Sys5, Mr. Quiet, Felice, Jakub Machnio, Łukasz Maśko, Marcin
Gryszkalis, rj1307, Philsan, JAC!, Elvis, Martinez, Marcin Dworaczek, t27, XXL, MkM, KAZ, Jesionen, stRing, Tomasz

Wojtowicz, Jarosław Kwiatkowski, Biolog, Tomasz Andrzej Święch, Szymon Urbaniak, Creonix, Szeryf, Sachy,
Mały_SWD, Marek Bądkowski, Bartek Sroczyński, BartoszP

 

SILLY VENTURE 2018 (PRIZES SENT IN 2019) - SUPPORT OF SHIPPING CAMPAIGN

Sascha Kriegel, Lothar Strohbusch, Sebastian Pawlak, Michał Galiński, rj1307, Felice, pLayer/Suspect, Bartłomiej
Sroczyński,

Pasiu, Pirx, Gorgh, Mały_SWD, AS, Renton, Skudi

 

The shipping campaign related to the 2019 gadgets has not yet been completed (we still have some cool things to
send). If you want to help us - there are two options! Any payment to PayPal or transfer to a bank account (in this
case, preferred payments only from Poland, due to the high fees charged for foreign transfers). The list of people
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supporting our campaign will be updated on a regular basis.

PayPal - greymsb@poczta.fm (mailto:greymsb@poczta.fm)

PKO S.A. - 94 1240 2933 1111 0010 5227 9738

 

SILLY VENTURE 2019 - PARTY SUPPORT IN GENERAL

Richard Spowart, Matt Buchanan-Smith, Grzegorz Stolarz, Marek Bądkowski, Rafał Jankowski

Karl Morris, Albert Yarusso, Lothar Strohbusch
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